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Bassmaster
College Series National
Championship
By Gregg Holshouser
Murrells Inlet’s Andrew Vereen and his fishing partner, Connor
Cartmell of Columbia, are classmates at Coastal Carolina University and
were fishing on their home waters in the Strike King Bassmaster College
Series National Championship out of the Carroll Ashmore Campbell
Marine Complex in Georgetown.
Vereen’s family has a river house at The Fingers in Georgetown
County, a popular spot with boaters on the south end of Sandy Island,
situated between the Waccamaw and Pee Dee Rivers, an area where the
21-year-old Vereen first got into bass fishing as a 14-year-old.
And consider three years ago, a Bassmaster Elite series event out of
Georgetown was won by an angler fishing The Fingers.
So for the three days of fishing over Labor Day weekend in the prestigious college bass-fishing national championship, Vereen and Cartmell
were sure to head to The Fingers, right?
Well, not in this case.
“You’ve got to go where the big fish are,” said Vereen, senior at
Coastal Carolina and a graduate of St. James High School in Murrells
Inlet.
Vereen and Cartmell were set on a 65-mile run each way, through
Winyah Bay, down the Intracoastal Waterway and into the North Santee
River, past where it converges with the South Santee and on to the
Santee River.
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They wound up
fishing all three days in Vereen’s 2013 Z20
Comanche powered by
a Mercury 250 Pro XS a little above
Jamestown in relatively shallow water on
the Santee.
“Andrew, as you
know, he’s a local he’s fished here his
whole life,” said
Cartmell, 21, a graduate of Chapin High
School and also a senior at CCU. “Once we
knew that the tournament was going to be
on Winyah Bay, we
knew where we were
going, we knew we
were going to the
Santee.
Connor Cartmell and Andrew Vereen, both seniors at
“He’s been fishing the
Santee River for a while Coastal Carolina University, teamed up to win the Strike King
now and he knows how Bassmaster College Series National Championship out of the
Carroll Ashmore Campbell Marine Complex in
to catch fish there. He
Georgetown over Labor Day weekend.
knows how to position,
Photo by Gregg Holshouser
he knows where they are
at, and he taught me a lot this week.”
Not only did Vereen like the grade of bass the duo expected to find in
continued on page.....................................................................................................5

Stop in today and let our
seasoned sales staff help with all
your shopping needs.

Welcome to Southside Outdoors,
where we make customer
satisfaction our first priority.

1457 Olanta Highway
Turbeville, SC 29162

(843) 659-2628

http://www.southsideoutdoors.com
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From The Publisher: Speakin’ Englis
Trilogy Outdoors Podcast has become bigger than I had ever imagined. If
you have not yet taken the time to listen in to this informative, hour long
podcast, then you should take the time and visit any podcast platforms and
subscribe. When Stephen (Sen Stephen Goldfinch) approached me with this
idea, I was slightly hesitant at the fact that we already had a live broadcast
radio show, and unsure of how we could produce this differently than The
Southern Anglers Radio Show. Well, it has been far different and the guests
and topics have been all
over the spectrum. With
guests from doctors, television personalities, local
experts, and many interest groups to name a few,
our content has become one that people look forward to weakly. Most recently we hosted the foremost expert on mosquitoes. You heard that right.
The pesky little insects that wear us out in certain
times of the year were the topic of one of our
episodes.
Dr Timothy Winegards best seller, The
Mosquito, is written with the stories of the mosquito and their influence over history in civilizations
and the demise of many. This is an example of just
one of the first 30 episodes that we have produced
and uploaded and this one, that I was originally
concerned with making an hour interesting is one
that has garnered many compliments.
I think that one of the keys to the success is the
chemistry that myself and Stephen have on the
show together. It’s no surprise that the senator is
well educated and very privy on most topics concerning the outdoors. At the end of the day, he is
one of the very influential members of the senate
when it concerns our resources and many of the
members look to him for guidance on the topics
that we pick to share and discuss for our audience.
I also think that we have been blessed to have the
best in the business join us to discuss the topics
and they add so much with their expertise and
knowledge. We would love to hear suggestions for
topics as we move forward and our audiences
grow and you are welcome to suggest these
through the podcast platforms or on our social
media pages as well. You can also email us at
www.trilogyoutdoorsmedia@gmail.com if you
would like. We promise to keep putting great
shows out and our objective is to educate our listeners during the show and hopefully spark a
thought or memory that may put a smile on your face or inspire you to learn more about the subjects and topics. Thanks for taking the time to listen and enjoy.
October 2022
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Parmesan
Panko Encrusted
Redfish

Is a quaint little
“Beachy Irish Pub and Restaurant”
that welcomes EVERYONE.
Great music, great food,
great service!

1950 Wachesaw Rd
Murrells Inlet, SC
(843) 3573838
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Hours
Wed  Sun.
11am 9pm

The cooler mornings and evenings in October will set off the dinner bell for
the redfish here in the Carolinas. Of course, a lot of these are our incredible
run of Bull Reds. But it will also set numbers of slot reds into the spots that we
all know they love to stack up at this time of the year. Once overfished for it’s
incredible appeal to our taste buds, these fish have made an incredible comeback and while limits are very stingy, there is plenty of opportunity to catch a
great meal. I have always loved parmesan with almost any fish. But this and
the combination of panko bread crumbs really pair great with fish in the drum
family. Get out and enjoy catching some of these formidable foes and give this
recipe a shot this October.
Ingredients
4 fillets of Red Drum (Black Drum can be substituted) be sure to skin and
remove all bones
Kosher Salt and Pepper
1/2 cup all-purpose flour
2 eggs, beaten
1 cup grated Parmesan Cheese
1 teaspoon granulated garlic
Peanut or Canola Oil for frying
Instructions
Coat the bottom of a shallow pan with about ¼ inch of your choice of oil.
And bring to frying temperature, about 350F. Pat the fish fillets dry and season
with salt, pepper, and garlic. Dredge Fillets in flour, then in egg wash and
finally in the breadcrumb/cheese mix. Fry the fillets for 2 to 4 minutes on each
per side (depending on thickness of fillets) Drain on paper towels. Pair this
with some grits or pasta of your choice to enjoy and consider serving with
some sliced rounds of warmed polenta.
November is all about oysters in the Carolina's and we want to share your
favorite way to enjoy oysters other than a steam pot. Email your recipe to us at
www.trilogyoutdoorsmedia@gmail.com and if we choose your recipe you will
get a package of Trilogy Outdoors swag!
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the Santee, he liked that it is an area off the
beaten path.
“Being local definitely helped me out in the
aspect of I know how to run here - if you don’t
know how to run you can tear your stuff up
pretty good,” said Vereen. “I was able to get
away from everybody which was a big key in
us winning this thing, getting away from people and having a place to ourselves where we
could sit down and fish.
“We were fishing mainly big lay downs and
logs running through the river. Six (feet) to onefoot deep, we were fishing. We were able to see
the structure with a good pair of sunglasses.”
Vereen and Cartmell weighed in a five-bass
limit of 14 pounds, 6 ounces on the first day of
fishing and were in second place. They took
over the lead on Day 2 with their best bag of
the tournament, a limit weighing 15-1 for an
average of 3 pounds per fish.
“We threw a popper, a big topwater Spook,
shaky head, a buzz bait by Calico Custom
Lures, and a prop bait,” said Vereen.
“Everything up there (bait-wise is) bluegill and
gizzard shad. All the bait comes out of (Lake
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Marion) and flows into the Santee river. Big
plugs is what really helped us.”
On the final day of fishing, their smallest bag
of the tournament, a five-fish limit weighing
10-11, was good enough for the hometown
boys to hold on and win with a total weight of
40-2.
Jackson Swisher and Seth Slanker of Florida
Gateway College finished second with a 37-13
total, 2 pounds, 5 ounces behind Vereen and
Cartmell. Tyler Christy and Trey Schroeder of
McKendree University were third with a 36-4
total.
Vereen and Cartmell celebrated the win on
stage at the intersection of Front and Broad
Streets in downtown Georgetown with a crowd
of supporters.
“A lot of people know who we are around
here, not so much around the country,” said
Cartmell. “The fan base here, we couldn’t have
done this without their support, all the texts
and calls. All thanks to them.”
Vereen pointed to a pair of tournament trails
that boosted him along the way to becoming a
national collegiate bass champion.
“Mr. Tony Graves runs a great trail (South
Carolina BASS Nation) for high schools right
here in South Carolina,” said Vereen. “I started
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fishing that as well as Rayburn Poston’s - the
SALTT (Student Angler League Tournament
Trail) - he runs a wonderful trail out of
Georgetown. I love Rayburn, and he and Tony
really helped me get into fishing like I did.
Then I went to Coastal and got into it even
more.”
Next up for the duo is the Bassmaster
College Classic Bracket tournament, set for
Sept. 30-Oct. 3 at Lake Greenwood. The event
features only eight anglers – the top three
teams in the college national championship
plus the 2022 Bassmaster College Team of the
Year, Charlotte’s Louis Monetti and Michael
Fugaro.
On Day 1 of the tournament the eight
anglers will compete individually to set seedings, and then the event will switch to head-tohead matches to complete the competition.
The stakes are high – the winner will earn a
spot in the 2023 Bassmaster Classic set for
March 24-26 in Knoxville, Tenn.
“That would be surreal,” said Vereen.
“Winning a national championship, I was
speechless. If I was ever to qualify for the
Bassmaster Classic, whew, it would be extremely exciting. We’ll see how it goes, all you can do
is go fishing.”
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“STAY AFTER EM”

NOAA Fisheries Rushes
Right Whale Rule
with John W Hurst

estuaries. They are a true trophy fish. Winter trout start biting better. The
fish around the jetties start biting better also. The Grouper start moving
into shallower water to spawn. There’s plenty of fishing to be done.
Freshwater starts cooling down also. Bass, Crappie, and Bream get more
aggressive. You can find something to catch anywhere you go overall.
There is a serious concern for traveling our ocean. Read below This was
copied and pasted for your view.
September 12, 2022

Hello Everyone, Summer is fleeting into fall.
We can see the changes in the tree leaves
already. With the advance of fall comes football season and hunting season. Waters start
cooling down and the fish bite picks up. This
spreads our sportsmen out all over the region.
There is so much to enjoy that it is overwhelming to make the choice of a next adventure.
Dove hunting is one of our great hunting
traditions. It is for the most part a group oriented event. It takes hard work for 6 months to
plant and maintain a dove field. And still with
all the work that’s put in, there is no guarantee
that the field is going to be successful. Always
thank the host for having you at a dove shoot. There is always people
who want to go and most fields are set up for a certain number of shooters. Always remember if you are fortunate to get an invite, do not ask to
bring someone else. Its just good manners and respect to those who have
done all the work and preparations. I hope your shoots are full limits surrounded with the fellowship of others.
Fall fishing comes back strong. The big channel bass move into the

NOAA Fisheries Rushes Right Whale Rule at the Expense of
Recreational Fishing and Boating
Give our industry a voice by submitting comments to NOAA Fisheries
today
NOAA Fisheries is proposing new vessel speed restrictions from
Massachusetts to Florida to protect North Atlantic right whales.
This federal rule poses numerous setbacks to recreational fishing and
boating, and yet, the Agency has not engaged with our community in a
meaningful way.
We understand the importance of protecting North Atlantic right
whales, but NOAA’s new proposal is classic government overreach –
missing the mark on conservation while causing unintended consequences for the public.
Our bottom fishing is being subject to closures. There will be a meeting
in Charleston on 9/14. If you are a fisherman or hunter please keep up
with current events and make your voice heard. Our livelihood depends
on us all.
Deer hunting is in season now. This time of the year is a little hot for
me. I choose to get stands ready. I also work on food plots this time of the
year. I really prefer to hunt whitetail bucks in the rut. This period generally starts somewhere in the middle of October. It runs hard to
Thanksgiving week. There is nothing like chasing mature whitetail bucks
in the rut. This is the most likely time for a mature buck to make a mistake. Chasing the ladies seems to make them throw caution in the wind. I
hope everyone gets that trophy this season. Please take a youth hunting
when you get a chance. They are the lifeblood of this sport.
My next article will be written in Canada. I will chase waterfowl there
for a while. I will come home in time for the South Carolina whitetail rut
period.
I hope everyone gets out and enjoys our outdoors. Please try to keep up
with current events affecting our sports and livelihoods. Make your opinions and voices heard. It’s the only way to protect our interests.
Tight Lines and Good Aim. Until next month.
God Bless All John W Hurst

756-REEL
(7335)

4214 Railroad Ave.
Loris, SC 29569

Bait • Tackle • Rod & Reel Repairs • Now Selling Showtime Dog Food
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Suck Bang Blow is the most iconic biker bar on
the east coast! But, with entertainment year
round and an incredible bar and staff waiting to
serve you, it’s the locals best kept secret.
Their full service lunches are some of the best
around and you can sit back enjoy some great
food, music, and cold drinks with friends.
Don’t forget to stop by the gift shop featuring
some of the incredible SBB swag!
Thaaaats Right!!!!

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT SCHEDULE

Live Music and Much More!
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https://suckbangblow.com

3393 Highway 17 Business, Murrells Inlet, SC 29576

843.651.7960
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Whitetail Properties
Hunting, Ranch, Farm and Timber Land Specialist

Selling With Passion Driven Expertise

James “Jay” Garner

Our team of Land Specialists develops a
deep understanding of each property we
sell. Knowledge of a property’s unique land
features is the diﬀerence between “for sale”
and “sold.” Whitetail Properties was found
ed by hunters, farmers and rural landown
ers. The expert service we provide reﬂects
the rural lifestyle that deﬁnes us.

College B.A.S.S.
National
Championship on
Winyah Bay
By Jackson Denny

Salesperson, Land Specialist /
Licensed in SC

contact Jay Garner
Cell: 843.230.7119
Oﬃce: 217.285.9000
Email: james.garner@whitetailproperties.com
http://www.WhitetailProperties.com/

843-234-LOVE

Loyal Companions
Pet Cremation & Memorial

Creating healing experiences to honor
your most loyal companion.
1000 Hwy 544
Conway, SC 29526
843-234-LOVE (5683)
(Located on the Hillcrest Cemetery grounds beside the Pet Garden.)
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September 2nd, 2022, realized a dream I have had since I began competitive bass fishing in the 7th grade… The Bassmaster College National
Championship. It was day 1 of the biggest and most high stakes tournament I have ever competed in. 119 teams from around the country who
had all worked hard to qualify for this event were about to blast off in
pursuit of one common goal. To win.
Each team had spent the previous 4 days practicing and exploring the
waters connected to Winyah Bay in hopes of finding a winning area and
pattern. My partner Colton Parrott and I decided between two areas we
believed had the highest potential, the Pee Dee, and North Santee. We
spent the first day of practice probing the Little Pee Dee River. The fish in
that area were feeding heavily the first day, we got 20-30 bites and boated
a few nice 2-3 lb. fish. It was one of the best bites I had ever experienced
on the river. The second day of practice we tried our hand fishing up the
North Santee River past the Jamestown bridge. We caught a few nice
keepers but overall were more confident in what we had found in the
Little Pee Dee. Days 3 and 4 of practice we repeated the process and
fished the Little Pee Dee and then the North Santee again in that order.
Again, the Little Pee Dee produced better for us and was a closer boat ride
from blast off… about 15 miles shorter one way. We had made our deci-
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sion for the tournament.
Tournament blast off was surreal, the support
on the dock paired with the background music
and announcing made for an unforgettable experience, and as the crowd cheered from the dock
anticipation for the day to come rose. We had a
pretty long run to our main area and the tide
wasn’t quite right until about 10 am, so we made
our first stop along the Waccamaw. I pulled into
the creek I had fished hundreds of times before
and quicky put the trolling motor down, Colton
said our morning prayer, a ritual of our year’s
tournament fishing together, and we began our
day. The stretch we planned to fish was only
about 100 yards long, but it had produced a 6
1/2 lb. fish during practice and good numbers of
fish over the years so my confidence was high.
Shortly after we began down the stretch of bank,
I got the first bite of the day a short fish. Soon
thereafter Colton put another short in the boat. I
then lost one about 2 1/2 lbs. which hurt a little
bit, but there were fish in the area. We made
another pass and got several more bites but still
had nothing to show as the fish were slapping at
the bait and not getting hooked. We decided to
do one more pass and Colton boated our first
keeper of the day, a barely legal 12 incher, it was
time to go. After a 40 minute boat ride we pulled
into our first area on the Little Pee Dee and
began fishing. Not 10 minutes had gone by
when I boated our second keeper, another 12inch fish. Luckily it was still early in the day, and
we were very confident we could catch a solid
limit. We fished around for a few more minutes
then moved to our next stretch only a few hundred yards away. I made a long cast to a stump
in the middle of a pocket and immediately my
line began to swim out. I reeled up my slack and
set the hook into what would be our saving
grace on day 1, a 5 lb. river giant. This fish gave
us renewed hope after all the missed opportunities of the first spot. Unfortunately, the Little Pee
Dee had other plans because the rest of the day
we only got two more keeper bites. Colton filled
out or limit with these two fish and we headed
back to the scales. After weighing in we sat middle of the pack in 44th place, but only a pound
out of the top 12 cut, we knew we had a chance
but needed the fish to eat like they did in practice. With no solid back up plan we decided to
spend the whole of day 2 in the Little Pee Dee,
after all we knew there were quality fish in the
area.
Day 2 went exactly opposite as you would
want a tournament to go. About halfway to our
spot my oil pump malfunctioned and quit
pumping oil into my motor mounted reservoir.
After some hectic on the water maintenance, we
were able to get back underway and to our area
only 45 minutes later than the previous day. If
day 1 was tough, day 2 was downright bad. We
fished the little Pee Dee hard until 1:30 pm without a single keeper to show for it. We decided to
October 2022

make a last-ditch effort and hit a bank on the Big
Pee Dee on the way back to check in. We quickly
caught two decent keepers and with time running out we wondered if we had made the
wrong decision. We ended up fishing to the
buzzer in hopes of a big bite, but it never came.
We then ran into more motor issues on the way
back, resulting in a late check in. This earned us
a weight penalty that made the two fish we had
caught day 2 all but worthless.
After day 2 weigh in concluded we dropped
into 104th place, narrowly missing the day 3 cut
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by 92 spots! That is what makes competitive
fishing truly exciting… the challenge of doing
well consistently. Obviously neither Colton nor
myself were happy with how the tournament
turned out, but that being said it was still one of
the best experiences of my life. B.A.S.S. and
Georgetown alike both put in a lot of effort to
make the experience a special one, I learned a
lot, and to top off the experience I was able to
watch my good buddy Andrew Vereen and his
partner Connor Cartmell from Coastal Carolina
come out with a very deserving win.
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It’s Shrimp
Season
By Capt Kelly Baisch

It’s finally October! Fall is here and
the cool weather is feeling refreshing!
One of the best early fall activities
that is family friendly and that you
should take advantage of as a South
Carolina resident is shrimp baiting.
Shrimping over bait has been a
Baisch family tradition for over 35
years so I’ve learned some tricks
from some “professionals”. I want to
share some tips to help you on your
way to success. Firstly, the season is a
60 day season from early September
to early November. As a resident of
South Carolina a $25 license gets you
in the game. For a non resident the
fee is $550, so it’s reserved for you as
a South Carolinian almost exclusively. As far as equipment goes it does
not take a special boat and can be
done from a small john boat or a
larger center console. The 1” PVC
pipes, or the expensive fiberglass
poles serve as a marker for you to
use to efficiently run your bait balls.
One of the most important parts is a
cast net with mesh size larger than
1/2” so small shrimp can escape.
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Most will use pre-mixed fish meal
and binder. But we prefer the powdered clay and powdered menhaden
fish meal mixed together 2 or 3 parts
clay to 1 part meal, add water until
dough like and make softball sized
flattened patties. This can make a little more of a mess in the boat. But,
the larger tubs you can find at most
stores serve perfect as a mixing area
and you can contain your mess to
that bucket.
The shrimp you would want to eat
live in the estuaries and bays where
fresh and salt water meet. So somewhere like Murrells Inlet or Pawleys
Island is a waist of time. Winyah bay,
Bulls Bay, and Cape Romain area are
great places to concentrate on. You
can look for large numbers of medium shrimp in Winyah Bay. But if
catching large shrimp is what you are
interested in doing then Cape
Romain and south are where you
need to start. As a beginner, a great
place to start is at the popular Buck
Hall landing. Put your boat in and
head to the White Banks. As far as

ease of the landing and boat ride, it’s
a great starting place. You will see
other people shrimping and get clues
as where to start. The best tips I can
give are run your poles in a strait line
on the edge of a channel between 2-8
ft deep to a consistent angle for the
driver and the net thrower. Be sure to
pay attention to the wind and current
when setting your poles. I set up to
throw the net from the down current

bait makes the shrimp scatter. A
rhythm of drifting up to the bait and
the thrower throwing the net before
the driver hits reverse needs to happen and once the net hits bottom
then use the boat to slowly drag
backwards so the shrimp jump off
the bottom up into the net. The limit
for each set of poles or license is a 48
qt cooler with the heads on or 29
quarts heads off. What I do is use a

side of your poles so your bait pile
spreads toward you as you drag the
net. Another great tip is to pick out
an object in the background like a
tree or island or even a lighthouse to
line up with your pole when you
place the bait so you have a land reference to where your bait is in reference to your pole. If you cast 5 ft left
or right of the bait results in goose
eggs. The actual shrimping consists
of a driver driving from pole to pole
and a net thrower on the front of the
boat to cast the net on the bait.
Shifting gears on the boat close to the

larger cooler and pour the appropriate amounts of water in the cooler
and mark with a pencil then drain
and then take a sharpie and mark the
limit lines right on the inside of your
cooler. Be sure you don’t mix headed
and de-headed shrimp.
Other than that, if you are a
shrimp eater, it’s not rocket science.
The license you get covers everyone
in the boat so make it a family event
or grab some friends and put them to
work popping heads. Regardless, get
out and get some of God’s groceries
and stock your freezer for the winter.
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WACCAMAW
METAL

Hunting & Fishing
By Sarah Danielle Bryson
As the fall moves in of course the
normal line up for hunting for deer,
dove, along with fishing for reds and
speckle trout start to become like ever
years tradition. But, for some others
sitting in the cooler morning leading
up to a hot afternoon. Sitting in a duck
blind or on a muddy bank for the
chance to shoot a drawl of some teal.
Teal seasoning opening in my books is the kickoff to fall and
waterfowl season. A chance to do some waterfowl while the
anticipation of duck season creeps up. Teal season is defiantly
not for the faint of heart. Living in the Lowcountry of South
Carolina in the month of September when the air is humid, and
the mosquitoes are by the millions.
Top key with teal hunting is scouting and persist

FISH DAY
CONWAY FEED & GARDEN
2200 N. MAIN ST.

CONWAY, SC

FRIDAY, October 28th, 2022
CALL 843-248-4344 TO PLACE YOUR ORDER
Place Order by 3-23-22
$3.00 bag fee for each type of fish ordered (maximum per bag listed below).
Bring a cooler or box to place fish bag in.

Sterile Grass Carp

RECYCLING
Serving Horry County
For 27 Years!

CA$H PAID FOR
• Aluminum Cans
• Appliances
• Autos
• Brass
• Copper
• Tin
• Stainless Steel
• Compressors
• Scrap Aluminum
• Radiators
• Electric Motors
• Whole Air Conditioning Units
1626 Stockholder Ave., Myrtle Beach

Coppernose Bluegill

Size: 8”-11”
$12.00 each

Size: 1”-3”
$55 per 100

Channel Catfish

Redbreast

Mon-Fri - 7am-4pm

448-4605

Size 3”-5”
$60 per 100

Size 1”-3”
$65 per 100

95 Hwy 57 South, Little River

Mosquitofish

Shellcracker

399-4048

$40 per 100

October 2022

Size 1”-3”
$65 per 100

Mon-Fri - 8am-4pm

www.waccamawmetalrecycling.com
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Crappie Camp at Clarendon Club
with S.C. Outlaws
By Jeff Dennis

Whitey Outlaw and son Matt of Outlaw Outdoors
Photo by Jeff Dennis

Fishing for crappie on the Santee
Cooper Lakes in the Fall is always a
good idea, especially if you can stay
in ‘Fish Camp’ for a couple of
Page 12

nights to really dial in on the fish.
What began with a phone call from
Capt. Joe Dennis, ended up with a
chance to fish with Pro Angler

Whitey Outlaw and his son Matt,
filming for an episode of Father
And Son Outdoors TV show. These
two Outlaws caught crappie so fast,
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one after the other from the front of
the boat, it was like an Army Drill
instructor calling out Left, Right,
Left, Right as they took turns reelOctober 2022

ing in a crappie.
Not everyone at the 2022 Crappie
Camp caught fish like the Outlaws,
but those two gunslingers were on
their home range waters, and most
anglers were visiting from other
lakes. Catching crappie on camera
for Father And Son Outdoors TV
show, which airs on the Pursuit
Channel, was just one of the goals of
crappie camp. Santee Cooper
Country tourism bureau and the
Clarendon Club facility teamed up
to help promote the easy access to
nearby boat ramps like the ones we
utilized to fish Taw Caw Creek and
Potato Creek. Fishing Tackle reps
brought their gear to share with the
pro anglers who came from Texas,
Georgia, North Carolina and upstate
South Carolina. And Destination
Clarendon County and Lone Star
BBQ teamed up to bring supper to
crappie camp, adding good food to
the healthy dose of fellowship.
“I have been fishing crappie tournaments across the U.S. for the past
42 years,” said Whitey Outlaw. “I
grew up right near here in St.
Matthews and have a love for the
outdoor heritage in this area. In fact,
my grandfather used to be a deer
hunting member at Clarendon Club,
and I have hunted ducks all around
this lake my whole life.” Crappie
fishing has been the overwhelming
favorite passion for Whitey, so much
so that he has become more than an
angler, he is now a leader in fishing
tackle innovation. He partnered
with Catch The Fever and helped
design a new line of crappie fishing
rods called Precision Cast Rods and
a new monofilament called
SlimeLine.
Each boat in crappie camp was
outfitted with these fishing products
plus the latest in electronics called
LiveScan, which is making the evolution of crappie fishing more like a
October 2022

Revolution. After arriving at a likely
fishing spot like a brush pile, pro
crappie anglers sit in the bow and
look at the monitor screen to locate
crappie to cast towards. Modern
trolling motors can be set to stay in
place, and then they watch the tiny
jigs dropping to the fish on the
monitor screen. However, it is still
called fishing because just because
the crappie see the lure, does not
mean they will eat it.
When this guest angler was handed the rod, I was fortunate to reel in
a slab crappie weighing 1.75pounds, a new personal best. But
the seasoned crappie anglers said
that the Spring bite at Santee Lakes
involves a lot of 2-pound crappie in
the livewell, and that this really is a
year-round fishery. The Trilogy
Outdoors podcast traveled to Santee
for interviews with the VIP’s at
crappie camp and that podcast is
available now on Spotify.

“We take the “Wild” Out of “Wild Game”

Full line of
Cooked Products
Bologna
Summer Sausage
Smoked Sausage
Kielbasa and more

SOCASTEE’S
707
DEER PROCESSING
"Often

d"

Imitate

"Never

Duplica

ted"

“Finally Experience The True Taste Of Venison
That Your Entire Family Will Enjoy!”

Secure Drop Off Cooler

8432933355
Direct Access from
Hwy 544, Hwy 31,
Hwy 707 & ByPass 17

Best Burger and Sausage in the Carolinas
All Deer Hang a Minimum 7 Days
This Tenderizes & Eliminates Nasty Gamey Taste
FINALLY Venison The Entire Family Will Enjoy!
Where you get only your deer back every single time!

GET BACK TWICE THE VENISON FROM YOUR HARVEST!
We Return almost Twice the Amount of Venison!
This Reduces our Average Cost Per Pound to Less than
Most Other Processors!
Conveniently located... Just North of Socastee High School
Behind American Trade .

4655 Socastee Blvd. in Myrtle Beach, SC 29588

843-293-3355

2020 | Pontoons by G3

843-236-9309

Hours: Mon - Fri 8:00AM - 5:00PM
Saturday 9:00AM - 1:00PM
8553 Highway 544
Myrtle Beach, SC 29588
www.coastalmarinemb.com
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I’ll Never
Shoot
Another Bear
By Stephen Goldfinch
I was recently asked
if I was going to get
another bear tag this
year in Colorado. You
see, Colorado has a bear
problem; they have way
too many. And now,
they’re offering tags,
over the counter, in conjunction with an elk or
deer tag. They’re practically begging people
to hunt them. Last year,
I obliged.
Bear fat was prized for centuries as one of the
most versatile oils in existence. It could be used
for waterproofing boots and clothing, cooking,
and baking. Who wouldn’t want 30-40 jars of the

most versatile oil on the planet? Plus, how cool
is a bear skin rug? Seriously. So, after killing an
elk last year on the first day, I decided to get a
bear tag. Bears are omnivores and won’t pass up
a free meal…of any kind. So after one kills an elk
or a deer, you can just about guarantee that a
bear will be close by to finish off the gut pile.
True to their form, a giant bruin black bear was
feeding and caching away pieces of my elk from
the day before. I could hear the bear run off as I
approached the gut pile and began to work my
way around the wind. I made a wide arch to
about one-half a mile downwind from the guts.
Then I slowly began to work my way back in
hopes that he had come back to feed again.
When I began to get close I heard sticks and
branches breaking but he was still out of sight.
When I approached the guts, there was no
bear…on the ground. He had climbed a tree
about 30 feet high, right beside the gut pile.
Thankfully I had a hill backdropping the shot, so
I was able to shoot without worrying about my
bullet’s path. I squeezed the trigger and the bear
plummeted out of the tree and hit the ground
with an incredible thud.
I had only evaluated the bear for a moment
and knew he was a big mature bear, but I had no
idea how big until I walked up. This was a giant,
nearly 600 lbs. Now for the dirty work. Time to
remove the skin, meat and collect as much of
that fat as possible. But first, I needed to make a

call to my taxidermist. Thankfully, I had service
here, so I made the call. Matt proceeded to tell
me that I should consider a full mount on a bear
like this. If It’s that big, it’s the bear of a lifetime…and even if I decided on a rug, he told me,
he should be the one to skin it out so that I don’t
get in a hurry and mess it up. In other words,
figure out how to get a 600 lbs bear down the
mountain, and across a river…whole. No problem, I’ll tie ropes around his paws and drag him.
If I had a buzzer noise, this is where I’d play it
for you. That planned failed spectacularly. I
couldn’t budge the bear more than an inch. I
thought about rolling him. But I could barely roll
him once with all my strength, so rolling him
hundreds or even thousands of times wasn’t an
option.
Eventually, I decided to go back down the
mountain, take the canoe back across the river,
get in the truck and drive for an hour back to
Grand Junction. I got a 500 lbs elk hauler, that
looks a lot like a supped-up version of a deer
hauler and proceeded back down the interstate. I
packed that hauler in the canoe, paddled across
the river and drug it back up the mountain to
the bear. I tipped the hauler sideways and got
underneath the bear and attempted to roll him
onto the hauler. It worked beautifully…until the
axle broke. I decided to keep the bear on the
wounded hauler and just make it work as best I
could. I pushed one wheel, then pushed the

The Tin Roof at The Preserve is the Beautiful Wedding Venue!

Call to reserve your wedding 910- 279-5509 or visit our website https://www.tinroofatthepreserve.com
Range Hours:
Mon-Sat: 9am-4pm • Sun: 1pm-4pm
Memberships Available
466 Indigo Flatts E
Tabor City, NC 28463
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Annual Range Memberships
Individual & Family

Store Hours:
Mon-Sat: 9am-5pm • Sat: 9pm-3pm
Daily Rates Available

Daily Shooting Rate Available

7290-7 Beach Drive, SW, Ocean Isle, NC 28469
(Intersection of Hwy 179 & 904)

910.443.100 or 910.540.9273
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other wheel, then pushed the other wheel; over and over until I reached
the bank of the river. Getting to the river, in and of itself, was a feat of
divine determination.
I then positioned the canoe about 10 feet below the bear that was sitting
on the bank of the river. I held my breath and rolled the bear one more
time. He landed in the canoe with a splash, but it worked! He landed
perfectly. I packed all my stuff in the canoe and carefully started making
my way across the river. I calculated that I had about 2 inches f freeboard
on either side of the canoe; so no mistakes or I was in trouble. When I got
about halfway across the river, the bear’s massive head came loose from
the rafter it was sitting on and shifted to the floor. It immediately flipped
us over and my gear, the bear and myself were all floating down the
Colorado River. I death-gripped the bear between my legs like a professional wrestler, dug my feet into the rocky bottom and held on to the
canoe with my arms. Again, God provided and I felt a piece of parachute
cord drifting around my legs. I grabbed the cord, ran it through the seat of
the canoe and then around one of the paws of the bear. I then snaked the
50 feet of cord out and slowly untangled it as I swam my way to shore. I
tied the rope to a rock and got the truck. When I got to the bank with the
truck, I tied the rope to the hitch and began pulling. It broke. I retied. It
broke. After about the 5th time, I had gotten in close enough where I
could drift the bear onto shore and pull the canoe out by hand. Then came
the trouble of getting the 600 lbs bear in the back of the truck. Redneck
ingenuity and hard-headedness eventually prevailed, and I threw a rope
over a cottonwood limb and hoisted the bear off the ground with the
truck. I tied a loop knot in the rope and a doubled piece of paracord
through the loop knot, back to the tree. When I backed off with the truck,
the bear held, and I was able to back the truck right under him. My personal hell for the day was over.
It took 12 hours to get the bear to the truck that day. I promised myself
somewhere along the way that I’d never shoot another bear. Not this year
at least.

WHY SOWW CHARITY
It is the belief of SOWW (Special Operations Wounded Warriors) that we
truly can make a difference in the life of a service member who has chosen
to put their safety at risk while defending our freedoms and that has suffered personal injury in that endeavor.
SOWW feels that there is not a more deserving group of individuals than
our Special Operation Forces members that frequently stand in harm’s
way for the protection of our freedoms, often with little or no recognition.

• Kayak Rentals and River Tours
• Pontoon River Tours
• Exclusive Distributor of
Black Water Therapy
Apparel
4 Elm St Conway SC, 29526

Visit our website and contact us to see
how you can be one involved.
www.SOWWCharity.com

843-488-3121
WaccamawOutfitters.com
October 2022
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Student Angler League

Ayden Rouhselang and Aden Day

Benjamin Norris (far right)

Chappell Miller

Charlie Proctor

Ellis Johnson

Sam Mencken and Braxton Bailey.tif

The 2022-2023 school year trail kickoff was clear skies with little wind but as
always, there are challenges when a cold front drops the temperature nearly 20
degrees. The bites were few and in between for the bass teams but some managed fish for the weigh ins. The redfish student anglers did much better with
a favorable falling tide. An influx of new teams at the elementary and middle
school divisions really sparked much needed growth for the league.

REDFISH
Elementary
1st
Ellis Johnson of Conway with Big Fish at 3.55 pounds
Middle
1st
Ayden Rouhselang and Aden Day of Conway with
2 fish at 6.15 pounds
2nd
Chandler and Robert Peace of Lowcountry with 1 fish at
3.12 pounds ( Big Fish )
High
1st
2nd

BASS
Elementary
1st
Benjamin Norris of Loris with Big Fish at 2.25 pounds
2nd
Charlie Proctor of Conway with Big Fish at 2 pounds
Middle
1st
Gunner Hucks of Whittemore Park in Conway and Jase Dickerson of
Aynor with 4 fish at 8.27 pounds and Big Fish of 3.57 pounds
2nd
Mack Hardee and Jackson Smalls of Whittemore Park in Conway with
4 fish at 3.59 pounds
3rd
Landon Butler and Hunter Campbell of Georgetown with
2 fish at 2.56 pounds
High
1st
2nd
3rd

Chappell Miller of Georgetown with 2 fish at 7.81 pounds and
Big Fish at 4.09 pounds
Sam Mencken and Braxton Bailey of Socastee with
1 fish at 3.36 pounds
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Colton Ledford of Conway with 5 fish at 4.26 pounds
Will Hardee McGuirt and Mason Hardee of Conway with
4 fish at 2.46 pounds
Kyle Cook and Fisher Gallup of Waccamaw with 2 fish at 2.28 pounds

The next tournament is October 29th from Carroll A Campbell in
Georgetown providing over $4,000 in gift cards and a free raffle. It is never to
late to join and you do not have to have a team or club at your school to fish.
For more information : www.salttfishing.com
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Physical Therapy To
Treat Chronic Pain
By Jill Phelan, PT, DPT, Cert. DN
I hate to say it, but pain is normal
through the course of our life. It can be
sharp and short term from whiplash or
stubbing our toe or it can be dull and more
constant when your back is hurting first
thing in the morning. Varying pain levels
and qualities are your body’s way of alerting you to either actual or potential risk of
tissue damage. Pain becomes a consistent
lasting problem when symptoms remain
unchanged despite failed intervention tactics (i.e. rest and Tylenol/Ibuprofen), persists longer than
expected healing time and ultimately begins to effect and alter
one’s lifestyle and function.
Pain is an “output” and requires interpretation of the brain to
be perceived. First, possible injury must be signaled up the ladder to the brain to be identified. Peripheral sensitization then
occurs or going into “protection mode,” causing your body to be
heightened in its response to stimuli (think…sensitivity to light

Professional Rehabilitation Services, Inc.
The Outpatient Physical Therapy Specialists

Call for a FREE
15 minute consultation
Pawleys Island 843-235-0200
Murrells Inlet 843-314-3224
Surfside Beach 843-839-0163
Carolina Forest 843-282-0440
Longs
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Myrtle Beach
Market Commons
Conway
Little River
843-491-0388

843-839-1300
843-213-6338
843-733-3031
843-281-4222

touch or even minimal movement). Lastly, the brain assesses the
threat level and begins to decrease the pain rating with time.
When it comes to chronic pain, there tends to be altered sensory
processing in the brain with malfunctioning of descending pathways. Meaning the signal does not begin to become reduced in a
timely fashion and pain continues.
Pain can also three main types of pain: nociceptive, peripheral
neurogenic and central sensitivity. Nociceptive pain is localized
to an area of injury, with clear aggravating and easing factors
such as when you sprain your ankle. Peripheral neurogenic is
associated with history or evidence of nerve injury or pathology,
like sciatica or carpal tunnel. Central sensitivity is a little more
complicated and associated more so with chronic pain sufferers.
There tends to be a variable quality of pain, fear avoidance with
certain activities, possible onset of anxiety and/or depression
and pain can often be perceived as uncontrollable.
So let’s get to the good part! Based on an individual’s pain
presentation, physical therapists can trial multiple approaches in
attempt to reduce and hopefully abolish one’s pain so that he or
she can complete his or her
normal daily
activities. We
at PRS use a
blended
approach
depending on
the patient (as
it should be!)
for optimal
experience and
response.
Whether it be
pain management modalities (ice, heat, electrical stimulation), exercise and
activity modification or manual therapy techniques (spinal
manipulation, joint mobilization, dry needling, ART, IASTM)
patients can also benefit from education to further understand
the biology behind pain that culminates in four main concepts:
1. Pain does not provide a measure of the state of the tissue.
2. Pain can be modulated by many factors across many
domains, not just physical sources. Stress and outside environmental factors play a big role too!
3. The relationship between tissue state and pain becomes
weaker as pain persists.
4. Pain does not always mean there is tissue damage.
Every individual is different as is their pain. We as physical
therapists at Professional Rehabilitation Services treat each and
every patient with an impairment-based approach, meaning the
focus of each patient’s care is centered around their own specific
limitations and restrictions.
So if you or someone you know is having musculoskeletal
pain and would like to know more about physical therapy
options for chronic pain, seek a free 15- minute consultation of a
physical therapist at one of our 9 locations or see your physician
for a referral to one of our facilities. For further information on
this or other related topics you visit our website at www.prsrehabservices.com where you can learn more about our company!
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“Inshore Goodies”
by Aubrey David Hinson III

Hello, everyone. I hope y’all are doing great. The fishing has been excellent,
and here we are. It’s October!This time of year means one thing — the
inshore/nearshore saltwater fishing is just going to get better and better, not to
mention some cooler temperatures. I would like to share a few simple ways to
help you enjoy your catch. We will start with a good make-it-yourself work
lunch that is healthy, giving you plenty of energy to get you through the
workday and then a fish patty that will make a great supper. Flounder, sheephead, and speckled trout are really good choices to use on these two meals. In
writing this, I realize we all like different things and have different preferences. Configure the salad however you’d like because anything goes!
One of My Favorites:
Sear 1 Boneless Flounder Filet with
Butter and ⅓ clove of Garlic that is thinly
sliced. Season with Tony Chachere’s
Creole Seasoning, Salt, and Pepper.
Once done, allow the Filet to chill.
Prepare the night beforehand or when you
wake up.
Combine Spring Mix (baby lettuce and
spinach) with 1 sliced Apple, sliced
Carrot, sliced Bell Pepper, Cucumber, and
Purple Onion.
Topped with Grapes, a Dill Pickle,
crunchy Bacon, cheddar-jack Cheese, and your favorite Trail Mix of nuts and
dried fruits. For the finishing touch, add a really good dressing, such as Ken’s
Country French with Orange Blossom Honey.

Sara J's is a family-owned restaurant that enjoys serving
fresh quality seafood. We also enjoy sharing our fishing
adventures with you and your family.

Fish Patties:
1 lb Boneless Speckled Trout
(Makes 3 patties)
1/4 cup Diced Green Bell Pepper
1/4 cup Diced Red Bell Pepper
1/4 cup Diced White Onion
1/4 cup Diced Celery
Olive Oil
1 Egg
1/3 cup Plain Breadcrumbs
Salt, Pepper, and Tony Chachere’s
Creole Seasoning
Slice Trout into small pieces. Then
sear them with butter in a frying pan
over medium heat until barely done (Do
Not Overcook). Remove flaked meat
from heat and place on paper towels to soak up excess moisture. Combine
Vegetables in a separate pan with Olive Oil, cooking only for a few minutes so
as to retain crunchiness. Begin preheating the oven to 375 degrees. In a mixing
bowl, combine fish and vegetables with Eggs, Breadcrumbs, and Seasonings.
Mix thoroughly with a spoon. Then using your hands, form patties as if you
were making hamburgers. Do not press flat. Leave a little roundish. Place patties in a buttered baking dish and then into the oven for approximately 20-25
minutes. Lightly broil for added crunch. Once done, this makes a great sandwich or is delicious by itself with your favorite sauce.
I hope everyone has a great fall fishing season. As always, I’m grateful to
the Good Lord above. Until next time — Take care.
October 2022

314 Atlantic Ave., Garden City
843.651.1657
www.sarajs.com
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e, SC

Located at 1333 South Irby Street, Florence, SC.

IrbyStreet.net

Jay Garner of Whitetail Properties with this nice
Horry County bruiser!

Colt Flowers with a very nice doe to break the ice.

Gauge Britt started his season off with a blast and a
very nice buck!

Capt Crystal Coble with a handful of nice flounder!

Capt Bouncer Smith with a nice red caught on a recent
visit to the Grand Strand!

Wesley Wellons, Hunter Smith, and Andrew Work
with this 12ft Waccamaw beast!
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Winyah Rivers Alliance invites
you to our River Celebration! We
will be hosting our annual
fundraiser on Saturday, October
22nd from 4-7 pm at the Riverside
Club in Conway. Join us in our
celebration of rivers and the 50th
Anniversary of the Clean Water Act.
Since 1972, the Clean Water Act
has protected our rivers from
pollution. By restricting industrial
and stormwater discharges, the
federal policy has reduced the
amount of pollution in our water.
However, the United States still face
clean water challenges. That’s
where your Riverkeepers come in.
We fight to uphold the values of the
Clean Water Act by holding
polluters accountable. Through
monitoring, education, and
advocacy, we protect your right to
fishable, swimmable, drinkable
water.
Help us protect your rivers while
celebrating all we have achieved at
the River Celebration. The event

Let’s Celebrate
Clean Water!
By Cara Schildtknecht

Waccamaw Riverkeeper, Winyah Rivers Alliance

will feature fun, food, and
festivities. Enjoy live music,

with Captain Matt from Waccamaw
Outfitters! We will be hosting a
silent auction with awesome items
from local businesses. Join us in
congratulating our 5250 Photo
Contest winners who will be
announced at the Celebration.
For more information and to
reserve your ticket, visit
www.winyahrivers.org, email
winyahrivers@winyahrivers.org,
or call (843) 349-4007.
We hope to see you at the river!

delicious food from Shine Cafe, and
boat tours of the Waccamaw River

Located On The Beautiful Sampit River

Hidden Marina & Campground
At Myrtle Grove Plantation
This place is amazing, friendly, very quiet and peaceful with a beautiful views!

Camping • Cabins • Marina • Fishing • Events & Booking
Hours: 9am - 5pm

October 2022

894 Trout Street, Georgetown, South Carolina 29440
contact@hiddenmarinacampground.com
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Coming Late Spring of 2022
Expanding To Nearly Twice The Space!!!
They offer Saltwater, Freshwater,
Hunting, Boat Rental, AFTCO Clothing,
and Xtra Tuff Footwear
9790 Ocean Hwy., Pawleys Island, SC • Open 7am - 6pm

843-979-4666
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1609 4th Ave.,
Conway, SC

C H A RT

“FOR ALL YOUR FISHING NEEDS”
RODS • REELS • BAIT

(843) 488-2715

ACCESSORIES & MUCH MORE

Open 7am - 6pm
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STATEPOINT CROSSWORD
THEME: WORLD SERIES
ACROSS
1. Gumbo pod
5. Old horse
8. “I see!”
11. *Like Yankees and Dodgers in 11
World Series
12. Kind of tale
13. Motherofpearl
15. *Like a pennant in wind above a
ballpark
16. Foamatthemouth display
17. Agenda entries
18. *League with most World Series
wins
20. Oldsmobile founder
21. Twodoor car
22. Legal org.
23. *2018 World Series champs
famous for Green Monster
26. Dockets
30. Paul is to Simon as ___ is to
Garfunkel
31. Household
34. ____awhirl fair ride
35. Kills a dragon
37. U.N. labor standards grp.
38. Follows a cut?
39. Certain party garb
40. Closed book
42. Repeated Latin dance step
43. Catch in a trap
45. Not like The Fonz
47. CrËme de cassis plus wine
48. Faquir, alt.spelling
50. *Only 3 World Series games in
history ended in these
52. *Playin game entry
55. Sticker on a jar
56. Rod of a hot rod
57. Sodium hydroxide
59. Falstaﬃan in body
60. Not quite an adult
61. World’s longest river
62. Formal wear, colloquially speaking
63. Put to the test
64. Big Bang’s original matter

DOWN
1. Not quite right
2. Caﬀeineproducing tree
3. Paper unit
4. Characteristic to consider
5. W.E.B Du Bois’s org.
6. Pool problem, pl.
7. “Rhinestone Cowboy” singer
8. Passed with ﬂying colors
9. *Baseball bullpens always need
good ones
10. “For ____ a jolly ...”
12. Three in one
13. She turned to stone, mythology
14. *Hometown of last year’s World
Series champs
19. Hotel’s oﬀering, pl.
22. It shows over time
23. Moisten a turkey
24. Acrylic ﬁber
25. Bambi and Rudolph
26. Bugeyed
27. ‘70s music genre
28. Poetic although
29. *Objectionable action encour
aged on a diamond
32. *Number of players in the ﬁeld
33. Baba of “One Thousand and One
Nights”
36. *19491953 World Series winners
38. Go to pieces
40. Be oﬀ base
41. a.k.a. Shenyang
44. Bridal path
46. Nook’s partner
48. ____upper, as in house
49. Bradley Cooper’s 2021 movie
“Nightmare ____”
50. Taboo, alt. spelling
51. Wild goat
52. Light bulb unit
53. Train track
54. Dish out
55. Parking surface
58. Skirt bottom

Solution on page 21

To advertise your business card here,
email us at
trilogyoutdoorsmedia@gmail.com
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The Dead Dog Has It All
Dead Dog Saloon in Murrells Inlet is the headquarters for the best
in live music, great food, and the coldest drinks while enjoying the
best view in town. Come enjoy Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner and
dance the night away on the biggest deck in Murrells Inlet.
Hours: Sunday - Thursday 8:00 am - 9:30 pm
Friday - Saturday 8:00 am -10pm

843.651.0664

4079 Highway 17 Business Murrells Inlet, SC 29576
www.deaddogsaloon.com

The Claw House on the Waterfront
Claw House is a one of a kind New England Style crab house with the
freshest in seafood incorporated into a menu that is second to none.
Come enjoy a great meal and then make your way to our waterfront
beer garden with over 60 craft beers served right on the beautiful
Marshwalk in Murrells Inlet.

Hours: Sunday - Thursday 11:00 am - 8:30 pm
Friday - Saturday 11:00 am -9 pm

4097 Highway 17 Business Murrells Inlet, SC 29576

843.651.4415
www.theclawhouse.com

